A study of phi X-174 DNA torus and lambda DNA torus tertiary structure and the implications for DNA self-assembly.
Hydrated torus shaped complexes were examined by transmission electron microscopy in both spermidine-condensed linear and nicked circular phi X-174 DNA and lambda DNA preparations. Freeze-etch replicas of both these torus samples, produced with very low Pt metal deposition levels (9APt/C), were found to have circumferentially wound single DNA double helix size surface fibers in the range of 30A width. Measurements of torus inner and outer circumference as well as ring thickness were performed. Observed differences in the torus dimension distributions from circular phi X-174 DNA and linear phi X-174 DNA may be related to the different topological constraints on DNA folding in these two samples (1). On the basis of annulus thickness measurements phi X-174 DNA toruses, in contrast to lambda DNA toruses, were observed to fall into two classes identified as being formed from monomer DNA condensation and multimer DNA condensation. All of the torus substructure and population dimensions observed here are consistent with the continuous circumferential DNA winding model of torus organization proposed by Marx and Reynolds (1) to explain the micrococcal nuclease cleavage properties of the toruses. End-on view measurements of the torus thickness were made from micrographs obtained by extensive tilting of the object replica. These direct measurements confirmed quaternary structure interpretations made from simple strand packing models. We compared the measured torus properties in this linear DNA size series (5386-48000 bp). With increasing DNA length the pattern of DNA strand self-assembly was found to be more varied producing lambda DNA toruses of varying shape. The relevance of our study to the problem of lambda bacteriophage DNA head packaging was discussed.